JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1N04 - NEW YORK CITY STREET SCENES (1900-1919)
[u-bit #59000001]
NYC: Street Scenes
1900-1914
NIT/SA, COMP/NEG/B+H
04:00:13 1) 5th Ave., truck, autos, horseless carriage
-04:00:29
04:00:33 2) Broadway street scenes - trolleys, horse-drawn carriage, elevated
-04:00:59 railroad in background
04:01:03
Bowery street scene with steam train on elevated railroad in
-04:01:17 background (ca. 1910)

[also partially below
04:04:10-04:04:24]
[also see 2X02
11:35:41-11:36:12 &
11:42:39-11:42:58]
[also see 1X89
02:47:20-02:47:34]
[also see 1X28
02:53:24-02:53:33]

NYC: Street Scenes
1900-1914
NIT/SA, COMP/POS/B+H, K+S
04:01:21 1) 5th Ave - people in Easter Parade fashions walking on sidewalk
-04:01:30 past man and three women talking (1900s)

<AD 64815..>
[also see below
04:08:07-04:08:25]
[also on T.O.24
02:14:23-02:14:30]

04:01:34 2) horse-drawn trolley, LES Avenue C, conductor, passengers,
-04:02:17 trolley passing by, POV of conductor

<3G 552...>
[also on 1A27
02:25:39-02:26:22]
[first shot also
on 1N07
21:13:44-21:13:53]
[first shot also
below
04:03:05-04:03:15]

04:02:21 3) newsboy sequence - two men talking, one with newspaper in hand,
-04:02:30 shaking hands and leaving, newsboy in background selling papers

<4G 759...>
[see below
04:29:21-04:29:57]
1N04 -2-

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
04:02:33 4) newsboy sequence - newsboy selling papers, child seated next
-04:03:01 to him, trolleys in background, policeman walking by

<4G 47656..>
[also on 1N07
21:01:43-21:02:21]
[also on 1A27
02:23:05-02:23:43]
[also on 1X89
02:47:01-02:47:19]
[also on 1X93
10:27:39-10:28:06]

04:03:05 5) horse-drawn trolley, LES Avenue C
-04:03:15

<SL 1042..>
[also on 1N07
21:00:49-21:00:58 &
21:13:44-21:13:53]
[also on 1A27
02:22:12-02:22:21]
[also above
04:01:34-04:01:43]
[also on 1B03
06:41:36-06:41:42]

04:03:19 6) TRUCKING shot from trolley on Broadway, newly erected
-04:03:47 Hotel Astor on left, Times Square directly ahead, sign: “Criterion”
04:03:51 7) TRUCKING shot along street approaching Herald Square,
-04:04:05 row of hansom cabs, sign: “Selling Out At Cost”

04:04:10
-04:04:24

Bowery street scene with horse-drawn carriages, trolleys, steam
train on El in background

04:04:28 8) two shots of conductors
-04:04:40

<Kodak Stock>

(S) NYC: St. Sc.
1900-1914
Dupes - Pos
[was 1348-5-1]
[33 D 407]
<CJ 245...>
[also above
04:01:03-04:01:17]
<Kodak Stock>
[also on 1N07
21:01:00-21:01:16]
[also on 1A27
02:22:24-02:22:39]
[also on 1B03
06:41:45-06:41:56]
[also on 1L02
02:38:52-02:39:08]
1N04 -3-

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
04:04:43 9) Bowery street scene with horse-drawn carriages and El in
-04:04:56 background / police getting into patrol wagon and starting down
street to preserve peace for McKinley supporters

<DJ 418..>
[also on 1N07
21:01:23-21:01:35]
[also on 1A27
02:22:44-02:23:00]
[also on 1B03
06:42:00-06:42:16]
[also see 2X02
11:25:39-11:26:16]
[also see 1X89
]

04:04:58 10) soup line at St. Peter’s Mission
-04:05:48 (1907)

<6J 662..689>
[see 1C15
02:42:09-02:42:37]

04:05:51 11) police down street towards camera in horse-drawn patrol wagon
-04:06:04 <dark copy>

<Dupont 337...>
[also on 1A27
02:25:18-02:25:35]
[see below for
better transfer
04:30:42-04:30:59]

04:06:07 12) horse-drawn trolley #24 passing by
-04:06:15

<Dupont 755..>
[also on 1A27
02:25:07-02:25:14]

04:06:19 13) Lower Manhattan, horse-drawn trolleys
-04:06:33

<Dupont 765>

04:06:38 14) Lower Manhattan? - Easter time, many pedestrians
-04:07:11 (pre 1910)

<Kodak Stock>

04:07:14 15) many people at opening of subway, policemen controlling crowd,
-04:07:40 one policeman spitting (ca. 1904)

<Kodak Stock>
[also on 1N07
21:00:16-21:00:42]
[also partially
on 1X93
10:28:55-10:29:07]

04:07:44 16) street traffic - autos, horse-drawn carriage
-04:07:50 (pre 1910)

<1926 Kodak Stock>
1N04 -4-

04:07:54 17) MCU PAN across crowd of men wearing hats

<2 7R 223..>

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
-04:08:03

(ca. 1900)

04:08:07 18) well dressed crowd walking on sidewalk, people walking past man
-04:08 25 and three women talking

<1928 Eastman>
[also see T.O.24
02:14:23-02:14:30]
[also see above
04:01:21-04:01:30]

NYC: Street Scenes
1900-1914
NIT/FA/POS/B+H, K+S, EDISON
04:08:31 1) people walking in front of City College
-04:09:01
04:09:05 2) Fulton Street? - slow PAN up and down building, sign on building:
-04:09:22 “Automatic Switch Company”
04:09:25 3) Main Ave/34th Street, autos, trolleys passing by, heavy flow of
-04:09:46 pedestrians
04:09:51 4) hansom cabs, autos - MCU foggy scene of autos in heavy traffic
-04:10:43 (some autos carrying lanterns on both sides)
04:10:47 5) City Hall, autos, Central Park, woman getting out of trolley, Broadway
-04:13:13 (pre 1910), Times Square, POV from elevated railroad (ca. 1908)
04:13:18 6) pedestrians with City Hall in background, one man blowing smoke
-04:13:31 toward camera (pre 1910)

[also on 1A27
02:13:46-02:14:01]
[also on 1A25
15:38:00-15:38:13]
[also on 1N07
21:20:06-21:20:19]

04:13:34 7) “Strange Old Places Elbow Skyscrapers” - TILT up buildings (one
-04:14:45 top under construction), Times Square, people sitting and eating
outside of restaurant (cafe), PAN up skyscraper, antique shop
near Broadway and 42nd Street [Kinograms]
04:14:48 8) PAN across street scene with autos, horse-drawn carriage in
-04:15:17 residential area
1N04 -504:15:21 9) busy street scene - pedestrians, child walking in circle around mother
-04:15:57 on sidewalk, autos, trolleys, hansom cabs passing in street

<B 513..514..>

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
04:16:01 10) “Blue Point Oysters” sign on horse-drawn wagon, steam train on
-04:16:39 El in background (ca. late 1890s)

<AD 6501...>
[also on 1N07
21:19:23-21:20:01]

04:16:42 11) street scene (slow-motion), sign: “We Must Vacate - Raincoats...
-04:16:58 At Your Own Price”, trolley passing by in background (ca. 1900),
TRUCKING shot down street

<2 OR 4251...>
[also see 1X48
01:49:15-01:49:35]
[also see below
04:20:27-04:21:15]

04:17:01 12) well dressed people standing outside building
-04:17:13 <poor quality image>

<8A 522..>
[also on 1X28
02:53:39-02:53:52]

04:17:18 13) horse-drawn trolley with passengers (“480 - South Ferry And
-04:17:34 Central Park) toward camera then crossing frame
<2-color b/w flicker>

<Kodak Stock>
[also see 1X93
10:26:30-10:26:5 ]

04:17:37
-04:17:43

trolley “Broadway 263”

04:17:44
-04:17:44

short shot of conductor in still trolley

04:17:46 14) Broadway near 23rd street, TRUCKING shot from trolley toward
-04:18:33 Dewey Arch, flags on building (ca. 1900)

[also see 1X93
10:26:19-10:26:28]
[also see 1N07
21:13:34-21:13:40]
[also see 1L02
02:38:37-02:38:51]
<Edison Perf>

NYC: Street Scenes
1900-1914
NIT/FA/NEG/B+H, K+S
04:18:37 1) crowd on sidewalk in front of Hippodrome
-04:19:08 (ca. 1912)
04:19:11 2) TRUCKING shot along 5th Ave at 42nd Street (Temple Emanuel?),
-04:19:21 traffic, shops, entrance to subway

<Eastman Stock>
1N04 -6-

04:19:24 3) sidewalk scene (Easter Parade) - TRUCKING shot of crowd /
-04:19:55 man and woman walking with big wheeled bike through arbor /
three women riding off in hansom cab (pre 1910)

<1 Z 88..>
[also last 2 shots
on 1N07

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
21:13:57-21:14:07]
[also see 1R01
01:24:47-01:25:19]
04:19:57 4) 5th Ave.? street scene, policeman directing traffic, double decker
-04:20:14 buses

<P1 B560...>
[also below
04:43:17-04:43:33]

04:20:17 5) muddy street scene, horse-drawn truck
-04:20:24 (ca. 1910)

<P4N 594..>

04:20:27 6) TRUCKING shot along 5th Ave - stores, people, trolleys, City Hall,
-04:21:15 TRUCKING shot along Broadway, sign: “We Must Vacate”,
sign: “Selling Out At Cost”, “Brentano’s”

<4B 485..>
[also see above
04:16:42-04:16:58]
[also see 1X48
01:49:15-01:49:35]

04:21:19 7) Herald Square?- trolleys, pedestrians etc. - TRUCKING shot
-04:21:47 from trolley

<6 C 702...>

04:21:51 8) horse-drawn carriages - TRUCKING shot
-04:22:00 (pre 1910)

<CJ 09..>

NYC: Street Scenes
1900-1914
SAFETY/FA/POS
04:22:14 1) street scene in front of Pennsylvania Station - autos, horse-drawn
-04:22:44 carriages <2-color b/w flicker>

<25 D 7932...>
[also see 1X48 for
reversed orientation
of image
01:55:27-01:55:50]

04:22:48 2) HA street scene at Columbus Circle
-04:23:12

<9D1 998..>

04:23:17 3) man pouring water into buckets, another man holding water bucket
-04:23:25 for horse to drink (ca. 1910)

<2D 128...>
[also on 1L02
02:04:54-02:05:02]

04:23:30 4) horse-drawn carriages, hansom cabs, woman climbing off
-04:24:13 “5th Ave.” horse-drawn carriage with help of man

<8D 6958...>
[also below
04:51:45-04:52:32]
1N04 -7-

04:24:17 5) Times Square street scenes, TRUCKING shot, marquee: “Clifton
-04:25:05 Webb”, sign: “Fatima Cigarettes” (1914/15)

<8D 5941...>
[also on 1N08
21:19:40-21:20:28]

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
04:25:09 6) HA shot of Times Square street scene
-04:25:26 (1914/15)
04:25:30 7) street scene - Broadway trolleys #296 and #263 passing by
-04:26:03 trolleys #296 and #263
04:26:06 8) autos and horse-drawn carriages in street scene in front of New York
-04:26:18 Public Library <2-color b/w flicker>

<3D 0407...>

<25 D 788...>

<2D 27...>
[see below
04:54:47-04:54:59]
[also on 1X93
10:27:24-10:27:36]

NYC: Street Scenes
1900-1914
SAFETY/FA/NEG
04:26:22 1) couple walking with stroller in front of “Breen’s” tavern, man
-04:26:36 going in while woman and child wait outside until he comes out
(1906)

<P8P 932...>
[also on T.O. 24
02:14:38-02:14:48]
[also on 1N02
03:25:07-03:25:04]

04:26:39 2) accelerated motion street scene, children roller skating,
-04:26:54 African-American child carrying advertisement sign for shoes over
his shoulders, another African-American child on skates standing next
to him, both looking at camera and walking away (ca. 1910)

<P2F 964...>

04:26:58 3) crowd on sidewalk with double decker buses going by, HA snowy
-04:27:37 street scene with horse-drawn carriage and autos, tired horse laying
on snowy street

<P7A 26...>

04:27:41 4) Broadway near 23rd St. - TRUCKING shot toward and past Dewey
-04:28:30 Arch from trolley, hansom cab (ca. 1900)

<17 D 822...>
[also below
04:52:36-04:53:25]
1N04 -8-

NYC: Street Scenes
1900-1914
SAFETY/SA/NEG
04:28:34 1) society people walking in park, auto, social activity (garden party?)

<P 4Y 555...>

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
-04:29:17

in park (1890s)

04:29:21 2) newsboy sequence - two men shaking hands, horse-drawn carriages
-04:29:57 on street in background

<P 1H 43...>
[see above
04:02:21-04:02:30]

04:30:00 3) many policemen getting into patrol wagon and going down street
-04:30:38 away from camera weaving back and forth

<P 8519...>
<P 7Z 134...>
[also partially above
04:04:45-04:04:55]
[also on 1A29
02:07:46-02:07:50]
[also on 2X02
11:25:39-11:26:16]

04:30:42
-04:31:00

[also above
04:05:51-04:06:03]
[also on 1A27
02:25:18-02:25:35]

police in horse-drawn patrol wagon going down street toward camera,
driver using whip on horse

04:31:04 4) well dressed women (society matrons) walking up and down steps
-04:31:26

<P8K 83...>
[also on 1A27
02:30:21-02:30:44]
[also see T.O. 24
02:14:31-02:14:37]

NYC: Street Scenes
ca. 1915
NIT/FA/NEG/B+H
04:31:41 1) TILT up and down building with sign: “Charles & Co. Grocers” to street scene
-04:32:18 with horse-drawn vehicles, bus, hansom cab, autos and pedestrians
04:32:18 2) TRUCKING shot along street with pedestrians and trolleys <some decomp>
-04:32:25
1N04 -904:32:25 3) busy street scene in front of building with columns, sign: “The Hub-10-Suits,
-04:32:44 Overcoats-Suit Yourself” in background, TRUCKING shot along street in front
of building with columns with pedestrians, truck loaded with dirt and auto
04:32:44 4) TRUCKING shot along busy street with horse-drawn trolley, pedestrians and

-04:33:03

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
trolley, sign on building: “Cook’s Tour”

04:33:08 5) MS large building (City College?) with U.S. flag and “Third Avenue R.Y. Co.”
-04:33:33 trolley passing by <some decomp>
04:33:33 6) PAN of buildings (one is under construction) with “Commercial Trust Co.” written
-04:34:16 on waving flag and slow TILT up and down Times Square building and sign on
building: “Cafe Of Pa...” (1913/14) <some decomp>
04:34:21 7) LS view from boat of PAN across bridge <some decomp>
-04:34:38
04:34:38 8) view from boat of other boats in harbor <some decomp>
-04:34:44
04:34:49 9) TRUCKING shots with pedestrians, horse-drawn vehicles, trolleys
-04:35:25 <some decomp>
04:35:25 10) TILT up and down of apartment? building to street scene with hansom cab,
-04:35:47 autos, pedestrians and horse-drawn vehicles <some decomp>
04:35:47 11) TILT up Temple Emanuel (5th Ave and 42nd St.) with street scene
-04:36:21 including autos, horse-drawn vehicles, pedestrians, bus, “Third Avenue RY Co.”
trolleys <some decomp>
04:36:21 12) PAN of trolley and horse-drawn wagons going by large building on quiet street
-04:36:47 in residential area, bus and auto going by in front of building, auto going
by building with columns <some decomp>
04:36:47 13) TRUCKING shot along street, Flat Iron Building?
-04:37:05
04:37:09 14) street scene with banners across street with names of political
-04:37:11 candidates: “Edward Schoeneck, Francis M. Hugo, etc.”, “Republican
State Committee Headquarters”
04:37:11 15) HA street scene with buildings
-04:37:21
1N04 -1004:37:23 16) TILT up and down St. Thomas Church (5th Ave and 53rd St.)
-04:38:06 behind street scene with autos, buses, pedestrians, traffic policeman
<some decomp>
04:38:06 17) TRUCKING shot in business district? with only pedestrians on sidewalk
-04:38:20 and in street

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
04:38:20 18) PAN back and forth of Grant’s Tomb
-04:38:39
04:38:42 19)street scene <some decomp>
-04:38:46
04:38:48 20) LS view from boat of Ellis Island and boats in harbor
-04:39:25
04:39:25 21) PAN of tower by water
-04:39:39
04:39:39 22) street scene in front of Grand Central Station, street scene in front of Post Office
-04:40:28 <some decomp>
04:40:28 23) TRUCKING shot toward Washington Square Arch
-04:40:33 <some decomp>
04:40:33 24) children and adults on sidewalk in front of large mansion (City College?)
-04:40:51
04:40:52 25) HA PAN across buildings
-04:41:20 <some decomp>
04:41:20 26) PAN up and down building
-04:41:35 <some decomp>
04:41:36 27) short shots of various street scenes with autos and Washington Square Arch
-04:42:00 <some decomp>

NYC: Street Scenes
1916 NIT/FA/NEG/B+H
04:42:03 1) woman looking at posters: “Aida” , “Der Rosenkavalier”,
-04:42:56 “Ser... Diag... Ball....”, crowd on sidewalk with Hudson Trust
sign in background <some decomp>

<Kodak Stock>
[see 1A30
17:29:26-17:30:10]
1N04 -11-

04:42:59 2) HA street scene with trolley, autos and pedestrians
-04:43:08 <some decomp>

<Kodak Stock>
[more complete
on 1A30
17:28:29-17:29:00]

04:43:12 3) women in autos along 5th Ave.
-04:43:14 <some decomp>

<Kodak Stock>

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.

NYC: Street Scenes
1916
NIT/FA/POS/B+H, K+S
04:43:17 1) busy traffic on 5th Avenue?, policeman directing traffic, double
-04:43:33 decker buses, driver in auto putting on brakes and signaling for turn

<Kodak Stock>
[also above
04:19:57-04:20:13]

04:43:37 2) IRIS out of HA PAN over parked trucks and horse-drawn vehicles
-04:44:06 in trading district with buildings in background

<Kodak Stock>

04:44:10 3) trolleys, horse-drawn vehicles, auto, pedestrians, banner including
-04:44:21 head of man waving in background <2-color b/w flicker>

<Kodak Stock>

04:44:25 4) men coming out of theatre entrance
-04:44:27 (ca. 1914)

<Eastman Stock>

NYC: Street Scenes
1917
NIT/FA/POS/B+H
04:44:31 1) HA busy street scenes with large U.S. flag on building
-04:45:43

<Kodak Stock>

NYC: Street Scenes
1917
NIT/FA/NEG/B+H
04:45:49 1) MS large building, Columbus Circle, HA street scene, PAN to covered
-04:46:15 subway entrance <decomp>
1N04 -12NYC: Street Scenes
1919
NIT/FA/NEG/B+H
04:46:18 1) policemen holding crowd on sidewalk
-04:46:26

<Kodak Stock>

04:46:30 2) winter - horse-drawn carriage with Washington Square Arch in

<Kodak Stock>

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
-04:46:41

b/g, trolley passing by in b/g

04:46:46 3) winter - horse lying on street amidst heavy traffic, El railroad tracks
-04:47:06 in b/g

<Kodak Stock>

04:47:09 4) fast TRUCKING shot - speed up down middle of avenue
-04:47:15

<AGFA 3E 70..>

04:47:18 5) “Subway Station at 242nd And Van Cortlandt Park”
-04:47:39 Van Cortlandt Park in the Bronx

<901...>

04:47:39 6) PAN along cabins at park
-04:47:59

<973...>

04:48:03 7) “Madison Cottage - Broadway And 23rd St.” - arch, PAN up and down
-04:48:37 building
04:48:39 8) “Broadway And 42nd Street” - street scenes
-04:48:55
04:48:52 9) “Broadway And 8th Avenue”
-04:49:23

<959...>

04:49:23 10) square with buildings in b/g
-04:49:33 (HA people walking in college campus?)

<779...>

04:49:33 11) Broadway and 8th Avenue
-04:49:42

<959...>

1881-1-8
04:49:45 1) PAN across exterior of Hotel Astor, street sweeper in middle of
street while man arrives at hotel in hansom cab,
04:50:38
two women walking across street dropping letter in mail box,
04:50:51
woman and man getting off bicycle built for two and laying it
-04:51:04 on curb while man on big-wheeler bicycle rides by

(S) NYC: St. Scenes
1900-1914 II

1N04 -1304:51:07 2) Bowery street scene, entrance to El
-04:51:14

(N) NYC: St. Scenes
1890s

04:51:17 5) LES or Bowery? - crowded street corner outside “Flynns”, child
-04:51:42 running to man standing next to street light to shine his shoes

(N) NYC: ST. Scenes
1890s
[also see 2X02
11:26:18-11:26:36]

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
1881-2-5
04:51:45 1) horse-drawn carriages, hansom cabs, woman climbing out of
-04:52:32 ‘5th Ave.’ horse-drawn trolley with help of man

(S) NYC: St. Scenes
1900-1914 II
[also above
04:23:30-04:24:14]

04:52:36 2) Broadway near 23rd Street - TRUCKING shot toward and past
-04:53:25 Dewey Arch from trolley (ca. 1900)

(S) NYC: St. Scenes
1900-1914 II
[see above
04:27:41-04:28:30]

04:53:28 3) winter - street scenes, men in line to get shovels, men shoveling
-04:54:35 snow into wagons, horse-drawn wagons along street filled with
snow, dumping snow from wagons

(S) NYC: St. Scenes
1900-1914 II

04:54:39 4) people on steps of Library
-05:54:44 (1890s)

(S) NYC: St. Scenes
1900-1914 II

04:54:47 5) horse drawn carriages, street scene in front of New York Public
-05:54:59 Library on 42nd St.

(N) NYC: 1900-1914
[see above
04:26:07-04:26:18]

2356-1-2
04:55:11 1) Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire - many women on fire escape,
-04:56:57 firemen with ladders and hoses, fire engines (staged?) (1911)

(S) NYC: Fires

04:57:01 2) Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire
-04:57:50 (staged?) (1911)

(S) NYC: Fires

